This paper presents an analysis of changes in senior management labor market in Russia during the 2000s. The original data consists of information on the appointments of 5771 senior managers in Russia from late 1999 until 2009. The study focuses on mobility between economic sectors, and managerial positions, human capital, including education and experience and the proportion of women and expats in the senior management market. We found that the Russian labor market of top-level managers can be described as a relatively closed market, where professional executives dominate. During the period of economic growth Russian companies preferred to hire outsiders partly due to the lack of appropriate internal candidates. The typical senior manager in Russia is a 30-40 years old man with a degree in economics, engineering, or science, who moves every 2-3 years to their next executive position. The most significant changes, noted during the crisis, were the increase of the firms' demand for senior managers' specific human capital and the decrease of demand for general human capital.
Introduction
After a severe economic crisis of 1998, the Russian economy experienced a decade of economic growth (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) . The annual rate of GDP growth reached 10% in 2000 with an average of 7%. 4 The economic development stimulated by the post-crisis recovery and rocketing oil prices promoted the growth of Russian companies and the opening of trans-national companies' (TNC) subsidiaries in Russia. During the 2000s, owners and managers of Russian companies considerably improved the quality of corporate governance by implementing up-todate management practices 5 . One of the reasons for better government was that some companies made initial public offerings (IPO) and issued bonds abroad (at the London Stock Exchange (LSE), New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), and other stock exchanges), as well as received loans from foreign banks. Moreover, new businesses in Russia were established, existing companies expanded their product range and entered new regional markets. As a result, there was a rising demand for senior managers with the required competences. Companies aggressively hired new top-level managers, often using head-hunting services or attracting expatriate senior managers.
The new crisis -started in the fall 2008 -concluded a decade of economic growth and set a new agenda for Russian companies. Russian GDP fell by 7.8% in 2009. Enterprises faced a decline in demand, and some firms experienced "margin calls" or had other financial troubles.
Companies turned from expansion to crisis management, thereby changing the demand for senior managers. The new tasks were cost cutting, organizational and financial restructuring, and bankruptcy (in the worst case scenario).
This article is devoted to the analysis of changes in the senior management labor market in Russia during the 2000s. The study focuses on senior managerial mobility, human capital, including education and experience, and the share of women and expats on the senior management market. In comparison with previous researches on senior management market that mainly analyzed companies in Russia we concentrated on managers. Also we studied the changes which occurred from the beginning of the economic crisis in Russian economy.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: section 2 discusses research background; section 3 presents the data used for analysis; section 4 introduces theoretical framework and our hypotheses; section 5 presents results of the empirical analysis; and section 6
shows the concluding remarks. 4
Background
This paper is based on several streams of research. First, we complement the wide set of corporate management analyses in developed economies. Second, we extend the literature on corporate governance in Russia. Third, we follow human capital theory applications for corporate governance analysis. In this section, we briefly discuss each of the related areas of research.
Various issues of corporate governance and top-level executives' turnover in developed economies have been studied over the last few decades. 6 One of the most popular issues was analysis of factors that determined a choice of internal or external candidate for senior managers'
positions. One of the earliest papers (Shetty and Peery, 1976) on senior executives' appointments compares the pros and cons of internal and outside candidates. Agrawal, Knoeber and Tsoulouhas (2006) estimated the probability of selecting an outside CEO using a data on CEO succession during the period 1974 -1995 . Frydman (2006 In certain cases, we supplemented this data with information obtained from company websites.
Constructing our data, we followed the principles widely used in papers on corporate governance, e.g., Lauterbach and Weisberg (1994) , Agrawal, Knoeber and Tsoulouhas (2006), and others. In the database, we included only the senior managers' appointments in the large and 8 medium-sized companies operating in Russia. Appointments in the small firms and in the state organizations were excluded.
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The data consists of 5771 appointments made of 5018 senior managers: most of them (4385) were included in our database once, 539 managers -2 times (appointments), 74 managers -3 times, 20 managers -4-6 times. All companies in our sample were divided into two groups:
Russian firms (68% of observations) and TNC subsidiaries in Russia (32%).
The sample included companies from various sectors of the Russian economy, including agriculture, industry, and services (table A1 of According to our data, the Russian senior managers labor market is the 'man's world' -the share of female managers is only 15.6% of all appointments. The share of women among
CEOs is less than half of that, 7.2%. 12 Russian companies were less inclined to appoint female senior managers than TNC subsidiaries (14.7% and 18.5% respectively). The share of women 
Hypotheses
Our analysis is based on the approach proposed by Hambrick and Mason (1984) , which suggests to use senior managers' background observable characteristics to predict organizational outcomes. It was also advocated that "the demographic characteristics of executives can be used as valid, albeit incomplete and imprecise, proxies of executives' cognitive frames" (Hambrick, 2007: 335) . We suppose that companies' decisions to hire particular senior managers can be analyzed through their observable characteristics that should meet companies' demand for certain executives skills.
We broadly use Becker's human capital theory (Becker, 1964) of the general knowledge and specific skills. This approach was used for analyses of top-level managers labor market by Murphy and Zabojnik (2007), Frydman (2006) and others. The theory suggests that executive's competences can be divided into two groups: (1) general knowledge (which are transferable across companies) and (2) specific skills (which are valuable only within the organization or certain sector/profession). General knowledge can be acquired via formal education, whereas specific skills are obtained by work experience in given organization, sector, profession. We use information on senior managers (such as their education, work experience, etc.) as proxies variables for their knowledge and skills.
Our three hypotheses are based on the theoretical concepts and empirical outcomes on Russian and Western labor market for senior managers that were discussed above. Also we take into consideration the particularity of empirical data which we use to test these hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. A share of external candidates is procyclical; it increases during the economic growth and decreases during the crisis.
We suppose that during the economic growth, companies expand their activities and need more senior managers (as well as other employees) to run them. Due to a limited number of appropriate internal candidates companies more often decide to hire external candidates. Owing to expansion to new markets and region a value of the firm-specific skills is declined that favour external candidates. Moreover, during economic growth companies have softer financial constraints and are able to pay higher salaries to external candidates.
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During the crisis, companies cut down production and expenses, so they more often decide to hire internal candidates. A necessity for restructuring in some companies increases demand for the firm-specific skills and internal candidate. However, there are certain disadvantages of the appointment of expatriate managers.
First, they are more expensive (in terms of the hiring costs, salary, and housing costs). Second, a language problem could occur, as well as culture differences. Third, expatriate managers tend to resign and return to their native country more frequently. Fourth, they lack Russian connections.
During the economic crisis companies reduce their production and cut costs that decrease demand for expatriate senior managers.
Hypothesis 3. The share of external candidates is lower in sectors with a low competition and higher in more competitive sectors.
We suppose that demand for general knowledge and specific skills varies among sectors.
Sectors with lower competence, higher state influence (ownership and regulation) and more ex-USSR companies 13 are less dynamic; their senior managers prefer to compete within company than with other companies and relies mainly on internal promotion in companies' human resource management. Thus, their demand for specific skills is higher than for general knowledge. In Russian economy such companies concentrate in industry, including energy, manufacturing and others. 
Empirical Analysis
This section organized in the following way. First, frequencies of internal promotions of managers and outside recruitment are analyzed. Second, Russian and expatriate managers are compared. Third, the importance of general and specific skills is studied. Our empirical analysis is based on original data on the appointments of top-level managers in Russia which were described in section 3.
5a. Insiders vs. Outsiders
Each company chooses between internal promotions and outside recruitment, and every employee also chooses between a career in one company and an intercompany career. The observable result of these decisions is the appointment of insiders or outsiders. Internal promotion allows companies to avoid hiring costs, preserve specific capital and promote internal The output decline during the crisis lowered the demand for senior management, so companies preferred to promote internal candidates rather than hire outsiders. The correlation between share of external appointments and the period of work at previous position is U-shaped ( fig. 5 ). Senior managers prefer internal promotion during the first and second year of work at one position. Therefore, companies should provide internal promotion for their senior managers every one to two years in order to keep them and decrease the probability of the senior managers' dismissals. There is a substantial difference in outsiders' share among various sectors of the Russian economy. The most insiders-oriented sectors are gas (only 13.0% of outside appointments), nonferrous metallurgy (38.6%), timber (39.4%), and oil industries (40.4%). These sectors are dominated by the large USSR-established firms with the significant government stakes. The financial companies (70.4% of outside appointments), as well as insurance companies (66.6%) and advertising agencies (62.4%) are the sectors with the largest share of outside recruitment.
These sectors are characterized by a large number of companies and the considerable level of competition.
Russian labor market for senior managers is highly closed, i.e. had a very small "inflows" (appointments of middle-level managers) -the share of them was only 7%. Taking account of the large share of outside appointments, the market can be described as market for professional senior managers which migrated from one firm to another. 16 We suppose that many companies preferred to hire experienced senior managers and did not want to train and promote appropriate candidates inside the company.
In order to test hypotheses 1 and 3, five models of probit regressions of the external promotion probability were estimated (see Table A2 in Appendix). The independent variables were senior managers' personal details (gender, age, nationality, as well as education and work experience), companies' details (sector, Russian company or TNC subsidiary), and year of appointment.
It was found that all years' variables were significant, growing from 2000 to 2008 (except 2003 which was described earlier) and declining in 2009, which supports hypothesis 1. All variables for economic sectors were significant. Industrial firm tended to promote insiders, while banks, financial, and insurance companies, and IT firms preferred to hire outsiders that partly backs hypothesis 3.
These regressions also shows that the female managers had 4-6 percentage points (pp.)larger probability of internal promotion than the male managers. People with degree in humanities and social sciences were more inclined to accept outside appointments (by about 14 pp.). The senior managers with less than 1 year experience at the current position were more likely to be promoted internally (by 23-24 pp.). TNC subsidiaries used internal promotion more often than the Russian companies (by 7-11 pp.).
5b. Russian vs. Expatriate managers
A share of expatriate senior managers was 13.3%. However, the share in TNC subsidiaries (31.6%) was four times larger than in Russian companies (7.4%). TNC subsidiaries had more opportunities (they can use internal manager promotion of their senior-managers from the headquarter office and subsidiaries in other countries) and more incentives (better control of the TNC subsidiary in Russia) to appoint expatriate senior manager than Russian firms. The expatriate managers' share variation is shown in fig. 5 . 
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To test the hypothesis 3 probit regressions was estimated. Five specifications of probit regressions (similar with the regression in section 5a) with different sets of the independent variables were used (see tab. A3 in Appendix). These estimates show that among expatriates, there are more men, holders of degrees in economics, and older managers. TNC subsidiaries appointed expatriate managers more often than Russian firms (by 19-24 pp.). Industrial companies relatively more often appointed Russian managers (by 2.5 pp.), as IT companies (by 4-6 pp.), banks, insurance, and financial companies (by 2-3 pp.). In the most specifications, the variables representing years were not significant that the hypothesis 3 should be declined.
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5c. General Knowledge vs. Specific Skills
Conventionally, university degree and work experience are examined as general and specific human capital (see sections 2 and 3 for background discussion). 99.6% of Russian senior managers had university degrees. About 65% of senior managers had one degree, including 31% in engineering and science, 27% in economics, 7% in humanities and social science 17 , 5% in law.
35% of Russian senior managers had two or more degrees; among them 11% of managers had degrees in engineering or science and in economics. The system of higher education in the USSR was characterized by an emphasis on engineering and science, which aimed to teach students for Soviet industry and the military-industrial complex. Modern Russian higher education partly preserves this emphasis on engineering and technology.
Work experience was analyzed through (1) same position experience, (2) same economic sector experience and (3) same company experience. In Russia, 88% of senior managers had same sector experience, 56% managers had same position experience, 45% managers had same company experience; 23% managers had 3 "experiences."
During the crisis years (2008) (2009) , the share of top-level management with economic and legal education increased. Russian companies experienced cutbacks in demand and financial difficulties, so companies were forced to change their policy from expansion to restructing and cost cutting. Therefore, this increased the demand for holders of economics and law degrees who were skilled in crisis management. At the same time, during the economic crises, companies shifted their demand from general to specific human capital (that also backs hypothesis 1): the share of two-degree holders decreased (from 43% in 2008 to 18% in 2009), while the share of senior managers with work experience increased (with same company experience by 11 p.p., same industry experience by 9 p.p.).
17 Excluding degree in economics and law.
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Conclusion
The unique data allowed analyzing the senior managers' mobility in Russian companies during the period from late 1999 to 2009. According to our estimates, the typical senior manager is a 30-40 years old man with a degree in economics, engineering, or science. 35% of managers have two or more university degrees. Sixty-one percent of Russian senior managers graduated from Moscow universities, 16.5% from Saint Petersburg (ex-Leningrad) universities.
During the economic growth in Russia, companies preferred to use external recruitment instead of internal promotion. The percentage of external appointments reached 65% in 2007.
The average work period at one position was only 2.7 years. Expatriate managers occupied about 13% of senior management' labor market. TNC subsidiaries appointed expatriate managers four times more frequently than Russian firms. There were significant inter-sectors differences in senior management labor market. Old, large industrial firms preferred internal promotions, while recently established companies in service sector relied on external recruitment.
The main change during the economic crisis in 2008-2009 was a shift in the demand from general to specific human capital and to anti-crisis management competence. Relatively small changes during the economic crisis could be explained by the economic policy of the Russian authorities, which provided loans to the largest Russian holdings, limited massive layoffs and bankruptcies. Thereby, the changes of inefficient companies' owners and management teams were rare. senior manager is 26-50 year old age_51_more senior manager is 51 year old or more ed_econ senior manager has diploma in economics ed_human senior manager has diploma in humanities tenure_1_ senior manager's tenure at previous position was 1 year or less tenure_2_9 senior manager's tenure at previous position was 2-9 year tenure_10_ senior manager's tenure at previous position was 10 year or more pr_ceo senior manager's previous position was CEO pr_tech senior manager's previous position was technical director pr_hr senior manager's previous position was HR director pr_legal senior manager's previous position was legal director pr_reg senior manager's previous position was regional director pr_cou_rf senior manager's previous position was in Russia (0) Table A2 . Probit regressions estimating probability of external appointment (marginal effects). Notes: *** -significant at 1 percent, ** -5 percent, * -10 percent.
Independent variables
Prob > χ 2 = 0 for all specifications.
Dependent variable -internal (0) or external (1) appointment. Miscellaneous sectors include transport, trade, accounting, consulting, recruiting, advertising, legal services.
29 Table A3 . Probit regressions estimating probability of expatriate manager appointment (marginal effects). Dependent variable -appointment of Russian (0) or expatriate (1) senior manager. Miscellaneous sectors include transport, trade, accounting, consulting, recruiting, advertising, legal services.
